Dots Vest - The Poetess' Paintbrush Collection
by Ventriloquist Court®
(Designed, Handmade, & Hand-painted in Australia)

DESCRIPTION

The print on the Dots Vest is hand-painted using professional eco-friendly textile paint
(Australian-made paint). The dotted watercolour effect is hand-painted on white cotton,
which means that the print on each vest will be a little unique. The paint is heat-cured to
protect the colour from washing out or fading.
The dotted print in the example photos is a rose-grey colour. However, your custom vest
is available in any colour of your choosing! For a colour not listed, message me to
discuss other colour possibilities prior to purchase. I will do my best to mix up your
dream colour!
Fully lined, the vest is made from medium-weight 100% cotton drill. There are bust darts
on the front, and three darts on the back, for fitting. The vest has a deep ‘V’ cut at the
front, and closes with large vintage Czech glass buttons.
The colour and size of the buttons that will be used on your vest will depend on stock
availability. I will select buttons which best suit your chosen vest colour. If you have a
specific size and colour in mind for the buttons, contact me first prior to ordering to see
my current vintage button collection.

QUESTIONS

For any questions or problems with checking out, please don't hesitate to contact me. I'm
always happy to answer questions from courteous customers.
If you'd like to be sure of the thickness and feel of painted cotton drill, please message
me with your address for a free fabric sample. A small sample will be posted to you by
regular mail, which usually takes 2-3 weeks to most international destinations.

CARE INSTRUCTIONS

Hand wash the vest in cool soapy water using mild soap such as castile soap. Rinse the
vest in clean cool water.
Use a medium-hot iron with low steam. It's recommended that you either iron on the
reverse side (i.e. the opposite side of the painted fabric), or iron on the painted fabric
once you've first covered it with baking paper (the baking paper will make it easier for
you to glide the iron around).

DETAILED INFO ABOUT MATERIALS:
* Professional non-toxic eco-friendly textile paint (vegan-friendly) made in Australia
* Medium-weight 100% cotton drill fabric (200gsm). Colour before painting is white.
* Vintage stock Czech glass buttons made in Czechoslovakia (most likely in the 1960s,
but possibly earlier) – Colour and size will vary, depending on which buttons are
available and best match your chosen vest colour.
* Invisible zipper made of polyester (USA-made)
* Hook & eye clip (vintage stock made in England; silver colour; type of metal is not
specified on packaging)

